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Do you feel guilt with a sense of
shame about your tax issue?

Let me share the best advice you can get if you feel guilt or control. Will I get picked for a random audit by the IRS? Will the
shame about your tax problem, or you worry about what the
IRS is going to do next. If you think about it, guilt and worry are
really two sides of the same useless coin. Guilt is an immobilizing
emotion that results from something in the past. Worry is a false

IRS send out thousands more agents into the field? You can’t
do anything about these future possibilities, so it is useless to
spend time or energy thinking about it.

concern about something in the future. Let’s unpack this.
The second group of worry is more common but still useless.
Guilt arises from something you did or didn’t do in the past.

the tax you owed. Now you feel shame. Think about it. Imagine
loading your cart full or groceries with a long line behind you. You
get to the check out counter and try to charge your bank card.
DECLINED. You feel ashamed. You feel immobilized. Turns out

take my wages? Think about it, though. You can do something

pay your tax debt, you can call a local, tax expert to negotiate
a settlement. If you’re unable to pay a tax expert a retainer and

What a powerful emotion. The message comes through loud and

big monthly fees, you can find one who will quote you a fixed

clear.

fee and pay in installments. In other words, you can take control

past. There is absolutely no way I can do anything about it. Think
about this, you were a contractor and business is now really

of the situation, and that’s perhaps the best news there is. It is
useless to worry about it. It is useless to become immobilized,
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family and you can’t pay your taxes. All you can do from the past

In the tax context, you can’t let the past immobilize you. File
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because this is within your realm of things you can control by

slow. Now you feel the guilt of not being able to provide for your acting.

is learn from it (if there is a lesson to learn) and move on.
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about this. You could pay and end the threat today. If you can’t

you’ve been levied by the IRS. I don’t even need to say anything!

Now, I say guilt is a useless emotion because the past is the
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These worries arise from things in the future that you can do

You didn’t file your tax return when it was due. You didn’t pay something about. Is the IRS going to drain my bank account or

There is more great news here too. Those mistakes, those
events that may have caused you to fail to file and/or pay over
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the years may be what the IRS considers to be “reasonable

Stay up to date (live) with the latest tax information from Travis

cause” for forgiving the stifling penalties they charge.

himself. To follow all news stories about the IRS/tax news

year and the year after that. Action gives way to confidence and

Believe me, if you can explain to a licensed tax expert that your

stories throughout all platforms (TV, Tax Tip Tuesday, Press

success.

health, your age, your divorce, your addiction (the list goes on

Releases, Podcast, Latest News Articles, etc.) with Facebook,

and on) were factors in your tax problem, your attorney can

Linkedin, and YouTube.

those old returns. Get a trusted bookkeeper to organize you
and keep you on track. Pay your quarterly taxes. Then, file next

The flip side of guilt and shame is worry. It’s a powerful emotion
too, but just as worthless because it can do nothing for you but
immobilize you.

Worry can be broken down into two categories. The first group is
worry over things in the future, for which you have absolutely no

make this a possible resolution with the IRS. Your chances are
greatly improved with the assistance of Travis W. WatkinsTax
Resolution & Accounting Firm. So, act and give us a call to get
started today at 866-224-3309.
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Did you know the IRS is filing federal tax liens against troubled taxpayers in Oklahoma in epic numbers?
This is the IRS’ way of letting the world know you have a tax problem. It’s an extreme measure and it means
they want all the money you owe RIGHT NOW! These liens get in the way if you are trying to sell your
home or re-finance to a lower interest rate.
Have you heard our new podcast yet? It’s called “Solve your IRS Problem with Travis Watkins”.

-

We are listed on all of the major platforms, such as Apple Podcasts, Google Podcasts, Spotify,

But, there are a few things you can do to get these things lifted (short of paying everything RIGHT NOW).

Stitcher and more! We release new episodes every Friday, so be sure to like and subscribe to
the podcast on your preferred platform! This podcast will give real world IRS advice, tax tips
and more to help you get started on your path to financial freedom, today!
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For example, if you owe less than $25,000 we have had success getting these lifted in about 90 days. If you
owe more, there are things like the IRS offer in compromise settlement program that gets them off, once
accepted and the negotiated amount is paid.
We’ve helped out thousands of Oklahomans in an IRS mess, so we can probable help you out too! So, if

you have a tax problem, call now to set up a time to talk to one of our tax experts about getting some help.

CALL 866-224-3309 or visit TravisWatkinsTax.com.

We are excited to formally announce that Travis W. Watkins Tax Resolution and Accounting
Firm has been named “Best of the Best” in Accounting Firm Services in 2019 of Oklahoma

Working with Travis and his team was outstanding. They were friendly people and easy to
communicate with. I was honest with them and they were able to find the best tax resolution for my
problem. Working with Travis and everyone at his firm made my life a lot easier. Great firm and would
recommend. -Roy E., Clinton, OK

www.TravisWatkinsTax.com

Magazine! We are extremely honored and proud to hold this year’s title, as we work hard
every day to help negotiate customized solutions for troubled taxpayers, so they can get a
good night’s sleep again. We are so very thankful and grateful to receive this distinguished
title, and we look forward to continuing to provide top-notch service to both our clients and
friends in the community! If you are faced with an outstanding tax issue, give your trusted,
LOCAL tax professionals a call today to set up your free 30 minute consultation at 866-2243309 or by visiting TravisWatkinsTax.com

WESLEY SNIPES HAS ‘MAJOR LEAGUE’ IRS PROBLEMS

You may remember that Wesley Snipes was indicted and went to Federal Prison back in 2013 for tax evasion. He’s out of jail
now, but back in court for other tax-related issues. Snipes still owes the IRS $23.5 million in Federal taxes, and the IRS has
a lien on his property. He tried to settle with the IRS recently for $850,000 with the IRS’ own Offer in Compromise (OIC)
program. The IRS shot down the offer. So, we already know that evading your tax can land you in jail, like Wesley Snipes. What
else can we learn about the IRS and its collection procedures from a Hollywood actor?
How much power do local IRS employees have over the OIC process?

Are you looking to solve your IRS problem, but don’t know where to begin?
A lot of Oklahomans feel that way too before they call us!
We had a client recently that hadn’t filed with the IRS since 1991! Understandably, some
health problems, divorce and some down years happened a long time ago. Pretty soon, it was
just too scary to file.
But, there are new ways you might not have thought about to get compliant without making
the IRS jump out of the bushes...
We have helped thousands of just like you, so we can probably help you too. Call now to set up
a 30 minute consultation with one of our tax experts, without any cost to you. 866-224-3309.

The power is here locally. You need a local, licensed lawyer to negotiate with these LOCAL offer examiners.
How much financial scrutiny goes into the OIC process?
A lot goes into this process. For whatever reason, the IRS was unable to determine from his evidence that Snipes no longer
owned certain properties he claimed to have unloaded. If this is true, you need a tax lawyer to put competent documentation
together to show the true nature of your finances (maybe the public record even?).
What could he have done differently?
Increased his offer! The IRS actually offered to settle for $9.5 million (his reasonable collection potential), but Snipes wouldn’t
budge. He either needed to hire or listen to his local, licensed lawyer.
DeVoss, J. (2014, April 7). Willie Mays Hayes – Center Field, Major League (1989) [Photograph].

TRAVIS W. WATKINS TAX TALK
When dealing with the IRS, you need somebody by your side who not only knows the rules, but understands your situation.
For many years, Oklahoma tax attorney, Travis Watkins, has done just that and has helped many Oklahomans navigate their
tax challenges.

Do I really need a tax lawyer to deal with the

I have gambling winnings; do I owe taxes?

IRS for me?

“Yes. A casino may require your Social Security number so it can

“Yes. Dealing with the IRS can be complex, and most taxpayers are greatly

file an IRS Form W2-G to report your winnings,” Watkins explained.

outmatched when it comes to knowing IRS rules and procedure,” said

Table games are not required to report the winnings on the W2-G,

Watkins, who has represented several thousands of clients over the years.

but not exempt from paying taxes. Even if you do not win above

“Our office has other tax professionals (CPA’s and Enrolled Agents) who

the threshold to fill out the W2-G you are still legally obligated to

can assist as well. Tax relief is not something you should try to pursue on

report your monetary gain to the IRS. “You may write off losses

your own, as your financial and emotional future is at stake. There is also a

up to the amount of your winnings, if you have sufficient back-up

potential for IRS overreaching when it comes to sharing information with

documentation to support these losses,” he added.

the IRS. The IRS doesn’t tell taxpayers that anything they say can and will
be used to collect a debt. They also don’t tell them that they have the right

Will the government take my professional

to hire an attorney.” Watkin’s clients sign an IRS Power of Attorney which

license?

allows the firm to take over communications with IRS officials.
“An experienced tax lawyer can help you achieve your goals for yourself
and your family,” he said.
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Daron Southerland, Attorney

I felt that a huge weight had been lifted from
my shoulders -Michael D., Yukon, OK

State law requires state tax compliance before any professionalk
can renew their license. “That means medical doctors, physician
assistants,

chiropractors,

commercial

frivers,

cosmetologists,

dentist, embalmers/funeral workers, engineers, insurance agents,

How mcuh can I save with the IRS’ Offer in

optometrists, pharmacists, real estate agents, security brokers

Compromise program?

and agents, pathologists, veterinarians, buildings inspectors,

“It depends, “Watkins said. “The IRS’ settlement program” or “Offer in
Compromise” is determined by whether or not the IRS can collect the fill
amount of liability (including interest and penalties) within its deadlines.
As each taxpayer’s financial situation is different, each settlement is

electricians, plumbers and emergency medical technicians must
be compliant with taxes to maintain a license in Oklahoma,”
Watkins said. “Licenses will not be renewed until compliance and a
resolution is established. There is positive news. If you have a licese
and a tax problem, taxation officials are not looking to take your

different. The IRS is the final decisionmaker of an individual’s eligibility

livelihood, since you would not be able to pay them if that occured.

for this program. The average accepted Offer in Compromise in our office

Hire a local tax attorney to work out an acceptable solution that

is about 10-15 percent of what the taxpayer owed. There are other IRS

gets your license renewed and your taxes paid.”

programs that may also achieve your goals.”

I’m afraid they will take my home, can they?
When will my case be over?
“Compliance and payment are a lifetime commitment,” Watkins said. “That
is why we help our clients from year to year with their taxes. Currently, the
IRS is taking from 6-9 months to process Offers in Compromise alone.”

“The IRS is a powerful government agency that will utilize every
tactic to collect the tax debt that is owed,” Watkins said.
If you owe the IRS taxes and are not compliant, the IRS will enforce
collection in various forms: levies, seizures and public sale.
“There are little restrictions on the IRS’ ability to initiate seizure,”

Meanwhile, new collection attempts (levy attempts, for instance) are

he added. “State hoemstead laws do not shelter your residence.

stayed or stopped. Most cases that don’t require appeals are over in 12-

Luckily, the seizure process is a last resort with the IRS and it takes

18 months.

a long time. Start working out a plan with the IRS now before the

“You will need to stay in filing and paying compliance to make sure that all

process proceeds further.”

the relief you have accomplished stays in force.”

What about fees?
“Many factors are at issue in the fee, including our inability to accept

“New Book Reveals The
Concepts And Strategies
To Solving IRS Problems”
THERE’S A SYSTEM FOR
SUCCESSFUL TAX RELIEF
This book outlines exactly how that system
works...and how you can start implementing it
immediately.

The IRS issued a levy on my bank account,
what do I do?

You are not stuck or pinned into just one type

“If the IRS has issued a levy on your bank account, your funds will be
frozen and you will not be able to withdraw,” Watkins said. “Your first

of relief.

other clients and other employment and in consideration of our power step should be to contact an attorney. To get this realeased as soon
of attorney staying in full force and effect during representation. Most

as possible, you must present an acceptable alternative to the IRS

importantly, we will quote you a fixed rate, ie there are no on-going

within 20 days to negotiate the release.”

monthly bills in the vast majority of cases. A liability of $50,000 would
be about $5,000 in fees. Payment plans and financing are available for

Why should I choose a local firm?

qualified clients,” he said.

“The IRS works through its local field agents and officers. Your best

“Where one door closes, another
one opens at the IRS or, a window
opens up around back.”

This Is Truly A Limited Offer,
So Claim Your Copy Now

representation will come from tax professionals that deal with these

Will I get thrown in jail for owing the IRS?
“The inability to pay your tax debt is not grounds for jail time,” Watkins
said. “The IRS cannot collect income tax if you’re incarcerated so it is not
in their best interest to pursue you in this manner. You can, however, go to
jail for cheating on your taxes or fraud. Timely filing your returns, even if
there is a balance will prevent the hefty failure to file penalty.”

local IRS representatives every day,” Watkins said. Most importantly,
however, make sure that anybody you work with has the appropriate
certifications, training or references. “Call a professional if you are in
trouble. Don’t try to go it by yourself.” Call 866-224-3309 for a free
30-minute consultatuion or log on to TravisWatkinsTax.com

YOU COULD BE JUST A FEW SMALL
TWEAKS AWAY FROM SOLVING
YOUR IRS PROBLEM

1-866-224-3309

WWW.TRAVISWATKINSBOOK.COM
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Our Client Asked an IRS Revenue Officer to Suspend an Interview To
Consult a Tax Lawyer. What Happened Next May Surprise You...
The IRS paid my office a huge compliment today. Well, maybe it (other than an interview initiated by an administrative summons issued
was a subtle, backhanded compliment. But, it was a compliment all under subchapter A of chapter 78) that the taxpayer wishes to consult
the same.

with an attorney, certified public accountant, enrolled agent, enrolled
actuary, or any other person permitted to represent the taxpayer

It’s a no-no for an IRS Revenue Officer to refer or recommend an before the Internal Revenue Service, such officer or employee shall
attorney to a taxpayer facing tax trouble. Conversely, it’s a no-no to suspend such interview regardless of whether the taxpayer may have
keep questioning a taxpayer once he clearly expresses an intention answered one or more questions. (Emphasis Supplied).
to “lawyer-up.”

OTHER DEPARTMENTS

The Code doesn’t say that the Revenue Officer can then express an

ROBIN GLENN

A little context first. Revenue Officers are the ground troops at the opinion about the taxpayer’s decision to consult a professional. It

JAMIE THOMPSON

IRS. When you owe the Service money, you can expect a visit to says that the Revenue Officer “shall suspend [the] interview.” This is

PAMELA ARMOUR

your home or office. In the past, the IRS sent Revenue Officers out harassment and intimidation, and it’s meant to be. I have said for some

SHANIECE HILL

for liabilities greater than $100,000 in personal debt or if the liability time that the IRS should tell taxpayers that anything they say can and

MAVERICK RORK

involved payroll taxes. That does not appear to be the case any will be used to collect a debt. It would work to the IRS’ advantage to

CODY BILL MCCART

longer. My office has seen some assignments for less than $50,000 convey just how serious the IRS is about collecting taxes that day. In
turn, the possibility that taxpayer rights would be compromised would
lately.
be less.

JENNIFER WELLS
DAVID KROLL
TYLER HICKS

A taxpayer came to us in Oklahoma with an interesting story to
share. He got a visit from a local IRS Revenue Officer. The Revenue In this case, the taxpayer had not yet researched a tax professional.
Officer wanted to fill out some documentation with the taxpayer, Under the circumstances, he took the Revenue Officer’s statement as

including an IRS Form 433-A and 433-B. These forms tell the IRS a clear endorsement of 1) the IRS’ intention to get information from
how much your income and expenses are. They tell the IRS what him while he was vulnerable, unrepresented and uninformed about

assets you have. In short, they inform the IRS as to how “collectible” IRS procedure and 2) that Travis Watkins’ office would adequately
you are. If direct negotiations go wrong with the Revenue Officer in protect his interests.
this or future conversations, however, the IRS now has your financial
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information (where you bank, where you work, e.g.). They can then This taxpayer was savvy. But, don’t expect the IRS to quit tactics like
levy you. These are very important forms, as you may have imagined. this anytime soon. There are more taxpayers that would believe the
IRS will treat them more fairly without representation if they take a
Somewhere in the conversation, things got uncomfortable for the Revenue Officer’s advice not to seek consultation with a lawyer.
taxpayer, and he advised the Revenue Officer that he wished to stop
the interview and talk to a tax lawyer. Immediately, the Revenue We immediately filed our IRS Form 2848 Power of Attorney with the
Officer’s tone changed. She blurted out something like, “whatever Revenue Officer. Now, we take over all communications with her. We

you do, DON’T hire Travis Watkins’ office.” Although the Revenue are investigating the situation, assisting the taxpayer with 433A forms
Officer didn’t mean it as such, it was a ringing (reverse) endorsement. that are more representative of the taxpayer’s economic reality, and,
He retained us later that day.

Here are a few takeaways. The Revenue Officer’s statements
are likely illegal. 26 U.S. Code 752-Procedures involving taxpayer
interviews states at (b) (2). Right of consultation:

most importantly, we are laying out a plan that the IRS would accept
short of levying the taxpayer for all of the debt owed today.

So, the moral of the story is this. Hire a local licensed tax lawyer
who deals with IRS collection procedures and IRS employees every

[i]f the taxpayer clearly states to an officer or employee of the day BEFORE they come to you. If you have been visited by an IRS
Revenue Officer, you don’t have to take their word for it, hire us!
Internal Revenue Service at any time during any interview

Are IRS problems freaking you out?
We’ve helped thousands of Oklahomans
escape their IRS nightmare, so we can
probably help you out too!
Call to start fixing things right now.

What Is IRS Resolution?
Tax Preperation, Audits, Bookkeeping, CFO Services, Offers In Compromise, more...
We do nothing but IRS resolution and what that means is tax preparation, audits, bookkeeping, or what we refer to sometimes as “CFO
services.” In other words, it’s like being your Financial Analyst if you’re a small business owner. We also do Offers in Compromise. Offers in
Compromise is the IRS’ settlement program, so sometimes you can settle things for pennies on the dollar. We do all those types of things
here, and more! If you want us to do these things for you, we deal with the IRS all day, every day and we do so successfully. If you want to
talk to a tax professional right now, you can do so at 866-224-3309.

www.TravisWatkinsTax.com

